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RESULT NOTICE NO:933
DATA ENTRY OPERATOR, UNDER POST CODE- 41{15
IN DELHI AGRICULTURE MARKETING BOARD(DAMB)

1. The DSSSB vide its advertisement No. 01/2015 had advertised 17
vacancies (UR-10, OBC-03, SC-03, ST-01 including PH-HH-01) for
the post of Data Entry Operator under Post Code-41/15 in DAMB. The
written examination (online mode in multiple shifts) was conducted on
05.10.2019.

2. The normalized marks obtained by 7756 candidates who have duly
appeared in written examination (online mode in multiple shifts) held on
05.10.2019 have been uploaded on Board's website. Candidates can
view their marks by logging into their account in OARS module on
www.dsssbonline. nic. in.

3. Based on the performance in the Tier-I written examination (online Mode),
Out of these 7756 candidates, total 171 candidates (UR-100, OBC-30,
SC-30, ST-10, PH-HH-01) as detailed below, have been
provisionally shortlisted to appear in skill Typing test in the ratio
of 1:10 subject to attaining minimum qualifying marks and correctness of
the information furnished by the candidates in their online application
forms. The shortlisted candidates shall be called for Skill Typing Test
separately.

CATEGORY-7 UR OBC SC ST PH-HH
VACANCIES-7 10 03 03 01 01
Candidates 100 30 30 10 01
shortlisted Total-171
Cut off marks out of 136.88 130.97 130.51 105.30 103.28
200 marks

4. Since documents have not been called from the candidates along with the
application forms as such detailed scrutiny regarding eligibility has not
been carried out, and therefore, mere inclusion of names in the list of
candidates qualifying for appearing in Skill Test/Typing Test does not
entitled them any right over the post.

5. Reserved Category candidates who have obtained marks above or equal
to the last shortlisted UR Candidates have been shortlisted against UR
vacancies and their final selection to the post shall be considered in UR
Category, subject to availability of vacancies, otherwise for selection in
their respective category.



6, The qualified candidates for appearing in Skill Test/ Typing Test have been
called in the ratio of 1: 10 of the advertised vacancies; however all the
candidates who have scored marks equal to the cut off marks in each
category have been shortlisted.

7, As per the Board Notice dated 26/04/2013 the minimum qualifying marks
in one Tier written examination for UR Category Candidate is 40% for OBC
candidate is 35% for SC/ST/PH candidate is 30%

8, The following 58 candidates in PH-OH sub-category could not be
considered as PH-HH category as the notified vacancy in PH
category is reserved for PH-HH only. Therefore, their candidature
could not be considered for the post of OEO under post code-
41/15 in PH-HH category. Further, these candidates are below the
marks obtained by last selected candidate in their respective
categories.

1 12370201677 13 11160200017

'2 11230200001 14 11190201063

3 11140201013 15 11230200625

4 11190200019 16 11190200021,
5 12370200010 17 11230200615

6 12370200001 18 11110201015

7 11140200017 19 11140201019

8 11190200002 20 11230200632
9 11150200514 21 11150201003

10 11230200316122 1i160201500

:11 .11140200020 i23 L1!_190201060
12 ~11150200003~4 112370201682

25 112370200020137 11150200019 49 11150201025

'26 :11230200628i38 11150201010 50 11140200013,
27 11150200023'39111902000145111150200020

28 11230200621 40 11190201058 52 11160200005

29 11190200008141 11190201045 53 11190200004

30 :11190201066i4211190201044 54 11150200009

31 11160201491143 11190200020 55 11140201022

32 ;1123020031C)144 11190201051 56 11160200019

33 11190201061 45 12370203350 57 11230200618

34 11160200025 46 12370203347 58 11160200006

P, 56 '111902010551~7i' 11190200522 iTot~I-58
~ l1123~20~6~~~ 111~02010_20_1_

9. The details of Skill Typing Test shall be notified separately by the
Board. The candidates are advised to check the website of the
Board regularly.

10,While every care has been taken in preparing the result, DSSSB reserves
the right to rectify errors and omissions, if any detected at any stage,

This issues with the prior approval of the Competent Authority, DSSSB,
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